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Selecting the Right Hoe
article and photographs by Rita Pelczar

H

OES ARE among

the most
useful of gardening tools:
they grub out rocks and roots,
cultivate and mound soil, carve
drills for planting seeds, and dispatch weeds. Different types of
hoes, however, are better suited to
some tasks than others. Although
they vary in size, shape, and heft,
there are two main types based on
how they are used: the draw hoe,
which you pull toward you, and
the thrust hoe—also called the
Dutch hoe—which requires a
sweeping, pushing, or push-andpull action.

Japanese draw hoe

DRAW HOES
Used for chopping down weeds, digging
seed drills, mounding soil over stems, and
breaking up soil, draw hoes consist of a
blade that is usually set at less than a right
angle to the handle. The blade may be
broad with a flat cutting surface, narrow,
pointed, or pronged.
Draw hoes designed for moving soil
are usually larger and heftier than those
used for weeding. They are often called
grubbing hoes. Two sizes are available
from Gardener’s Edge: the seven-and-ahalf-inch-wide, eight-inch long, tapered
edged grubbing blade easily loosens the
soil for planting. The blade of the narrow
grubbing hoe, which is four-and-a-half
inches wide by eight-and-a-half inches
long, is well suited to work tighter areas
and is particularly useful for trenching or
cutting an edge around a bed.
For really tough jobs such as breaking
up soil for a new bed, Easy Digging offers
a pointed or ridging hoe made by Bellotos that has a beefy, two-pound, eight-
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inch, triangular, forged steel blade that
digs through rocks and gravel as well as
soil. It’s also terrific for mounding soil
around potatoes.
The Polish hoe from Lee Valley has a
10-inch head that is two blades in one: a
narrow grubbing blade on one side and
a sharp, pointed blade on the other, and a
short, 40-inch handle. It’s a useful grub-

Pointed hoe

bing or weeding tool for tight spaces. For
large scale weeding chores, I rely on Lee
Valley’s sturdy Japanese draw hoe with
its nine-inch-wide blade.

THRUST (DUTCH) HOES
A thrust hoe cuts weeds at or just below the
soil surface. These hoes must be sharpened
regularly for maximum efficiency, and they
work best on young weeds. They are not intended for moving or breaking up soil.
Their blades come in a variety of
shapes. The narrow, flat, rectangular
blade of a collinear hoe makes for a lightweight tool. The blade is mounted on the
handle so that it is parallel to the soil surface and in line with the handle. Designed to be used with a sweeping
motion, like a broom, it severs young
weeds at their base.
All four sides of the diamond-shaped
thrust hoe blade are sharp, so whether
you push or pull the tool, it cuts the weeds
it contacts. Similarly sharp, but shaped

like a broad “V,” the Winged Weeder has
a tempered steel spring blade. It can also
be used to carve seed furrows.
The blade of a stirrup hoe forms a
flat-bottomed loop that cuts weeds as it
is pushed over the soil surface. The EcoHoe from Clean Air Gardening is a good
example: its blade is a single piece of oneeighth-inch steel, sharpened on both
edges. The blade does not penetrate the
soil deeply, so it can be used around shallow-rooted plants without damaging
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them, and because the soil is able to pass
through the opening of the loop, there is
minimal soil disturbance. The Circlehoe ®, available with either a long or short
handle, offers similar advantages, and its
small circular blade makes for easy weeding even in the tightest spaces.
For a very large vegetable garden, a
wheel hoe such as the one offered by
Valley Oak Tool Company, covers a lot
of ground quickly. Its tempered steel

spring blade, which comes in seven different sizes, is mounted behind a single
wheel connected to double handles. As
you wheel your way down each row, the
blade efficiently cuts weeds just below
the soil surface.

THE BLADE/HANDLE CONNECTION
An important consideration when selecting a hoe is the sturdiness of the blade’s attachment to the handle. Blades with a
shank that is inserted into the handle and
secured by a sheath are generally weaker
than hoes with a single-piece blade that
wraps around the handle. Heavier blades
may have an eye-hole through which the
handle is threaded.
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HOW TO CHOOSE?
Since no single hoe will likely meet all your
needs, I suggest you select at least one for
moving soil and another for weeding. If
you have the opportunity, try them out before you buy to determine if their weight
and balance are right for you. Then purchase the best quality hoe you can afford. A
good hoe will last many years and is well
worth the investment.

Wheel hoe

Rita Pelczar is a contributing editor for The
American Gardener. She wields multiple
hoes in her North Carolina garden.
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